
sights

Set      
your    

❝Ready? You’ve got

ten lives for this

game. The enemy 

has captured one of

your team already,

and you’ve got to

release them, and

capture the enemy’s

black box.

In your positions?

Wait for my whistle…

You’ve got just 15

minutes to succeed,

and may the best

team win.❞
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The ultimate…



This is Pulse Ranger
Asafe, realistic, structured hi-tech combat team game

for any number of players.
It’s twice the excitement of paintball, and provides a 
physical and mental challenge to people of all ages—in
safety, and without any environmental mess. Pulse Ranger
guns fire harmless infrared beams, which are picked up
by sophisticated detectors on both the helmets and guns.
Pulse Ranger is the ultimate challenge, not limited by an
indoor arena or environmental considerations—the only
limit to Pulse Ranger is your imagination.

Your place or ours?
The Pulse Ranger system is easily portable: the game site can be
woodland, an urban site, waste ground or an arena. Pulse Ranger is
designed to be played outside in all weather conditions, but is just as
exciting indoors—a Pulse Ranger Challenge can include both indoor
and outdoor play.
Whatever your requirements, wherever the venue, Pulse Ranger 
provides the challenge.

Who plays Pulse Ranger?
You will—again and again—and so will anyone who has a sense of
adventure and enjoys a challenge. Man or woman, boy or girl, parent
or grandparent, superfit or not—you can take the Pulse Ranger
Challenge: play at the pace you enjoy.

The Pulse Ranger Challenge
Great for groups of all types: friends, social clubs
and the general public, and ideal for corporate
entertainment, team building and management
training, or as a fun day for employees or 
customers.

Pulse Ranger
The real adrenaline buzz

Pure excitement in 
a combat game

The Pulse Ranger gun
Machine gun mode—range over 120m
Grenade mode—wide blast—short
range
Realistic sounds and effects
Red dot sight
Easy to use
Easy to program—your gamesmaster
will program the gun for each game’s
objectives

The Pulse Ranger helmet
All-round detectors 
Sound and light hit indicators
You know when you’ve been hit
You know when you’ve hit another
player

The Pulse Ranger Octagon
—what do you want it to be?
It’s a target
It’s a mine
It’s a sentry
It’s a time bomb
It can defend—or attack—or both

Exciting game options
Pulse Ranger is versatile. You’ll play a
number of different games. A game
session can vary from 15 minutes to
several hours—the challenge is there
for as long as you want.
Here are just some of the games …
One-to-one. Warm up with this. Get to
know your equipment—everyone’s a
target.
Find the Octagon. Defend yours, zap
theirs.
Anyone here map-read? Follow clues
to find the items. But the other team
wants them too.
Zero minus 15—and counting. There’s
a bomb ticking in your camp. Find the
clues, avoid the enemy, but stay clear
of the octagon. 
‘What octagon?… Aargh’

The Pulse Ranger system
Ready for an equipment check?


